Recent work on shared-resource contention resolution has yielded fruitful results for local area networks and radio networks, although either the solution is suboptimal [2] or a (possibly loose) upper bound on the number of users needs to be known [5] . In this work, we present the first (two) protocols for contention resolution in radio networks that are asymptotically optimal (with high probability), work without collision detection, and do not require information about the number of contenders. In addition to the theoretical analysis, the protocols are evaluated and contrasted with the previous work by extensive simulations.
INTRODUCTION
The topic of this work is the resolution of contention in settings where an unknown number of users must access a single shared resource, but multiple simultaneous accesses are not feasible. The scope of interest in this problem is wide, ranging from radio and local area networks to databases and transactional memory. (See [2] and the references therein.)
A common theme in protocols used for this problem is the adaptive adjustment of some user variable that reflects its eagerness in trying to access the shared resource. Examples of such variable are the probability of transmitting a message in a radio network or the frequency of packet transmission in a local area network. When such adjustment reduces (resp. increases) the contention, the technique is called back-off (resp. back-on). Combination of both methods are called back-on/back-off. Protocols used may be further characterized by the rate of adjustment. E.g., exponential back-off, polynomial back-on, etc. In particular, exponential back-off is widely used and it has proven to be efficient in practi-cal applications where statistical arrival of contenders is expected. Nevertheless, worst case arrival patterns, such as bursty or batched arrivals, are frequent [7, 9] .
A technique called loglog-iterated back-off (LLIBO) was shown to be within a sublogarithmic factor from optimal with high probability in [2] . The protocol was presented in the context of packet contention resolution in local area networks for batched arrivals. Later on, also for batched arrivals, we presented a back-on/back-off protocol in [5] , instantiated in the k-selection problem in Radio Networks. The latter protocol, named here log-fails adaptive (LFA), is asymptotically optimal for any significant probability of error, but additionally requires that some upper bound (possibly loose) on the number of contenders is known. In the present work, we remove such requirement. In particular, we present and analyze two protocols, both of interest, that we call one-fail adaptive (OFA) and exponential back-off/backon (EBOBO) for k-selection in Radio Networks. These protocols resolve contention among an unknown and unbounded number of contenders with high probability in optimal time up to constants. Additionally, by means of simulations, we evaluate and contrast the average performance of all four protocols. The simulations show that the complexity bounds obtained in the analysis (with high probability) for the protocols presented are rather tight. Additionally, they show that they are faster that LLIBO and more predictable for all network sizes than LFA.
The Model: We consider a Radio Network comprised of n stations called nodes. Each node is assumed to be potentially reachable from any other node in one communication step, hence, the network is characterized as single-hop or one-hop indistinctively. Before running the protocol, nodes have no information, not even the number of nodes n or their own label. Time is supposed to be slotted in communication steps. Assuming that the computation time-cost is negligible in comparison with the communication time-cost, time efficiency is studied in terms of communication steps only. The piece of information assigned to a node in order to deliver it to other nodes is called a message. The assignment of a message is due to an external agent and such an event is called a message arrival. Communication among nodes is carried out by means of radio broadcast on a shared channel. If exactly one node transmits at a communication step, such a transmission is called successful or non-colliding, we say that the message was delivered, and all other nodes receive such a message. If more than one message is transmitted at the same time, a collision occurs, the messages are garbled, and nodes only receive interference noise. If no message is transmitted in a communication step, nodes receive only background noise. In this work, nodes can not distinguish between interference noise and background noise, thus, the channel is called without collision detection. Each node is in one of two states, active if it holds a message to deliver, or idle otherwise. As in [1, 2, 8] , we assume that a node becomes idle upon delivering its message. For settings where the channel does not provide such functionality (e.g., a base station acknowledgement), such as Sensor Networks, a hierarchical infrastructure may be predefined to achieve it [4] .
The Problem: One of the problems that require contention resolution in Radio Networks is the problem known in the literature as all-broadcast [3] , or k-selection [8] . In k-selection, a set of k out of n network nodes have to access a unique shared channel of communication, each of them at least once. As in [2, 8] , in this work we study k-selection when all messages arrive simultaneously, or in a batch. Under this assumption the k-selection problem is called static. A dynamic counterpart where messages arrive at different times was also studied [8] .
Related Work: A randomized adaptive protocol for static k-selection in a one-hop Radio Network without collision detection was presented in [5] . The protocol is shown to solve the problem in (e + 1 + ξ)k + O(log 2 (1/ε)) steps with probability at least 1 − 2ε, where ξ > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant and 0 < ε ≤ 1/(n + 1). Modulo a constant factor, the protocol is optimal if ε ∈ Ω(2 − √ n ). However, the algorithm makes use of the value of ε, which must be upper bounded as above in order to guarantee the running time. Therefore, knowledge of n is required. Monotonic back-off strategies for contention resolution of batched arrivals of k packets on simple multiple access channels, a problem that can be seen as static k-selection, have been analyzed in [2] . In that paper, it is shown that rexponential back-off, a monotonic technique used widely that has proven to be efficient for many practical applications is in Θ(k log log 2 r k) for batched arrivals. The best strategy shown in the same paper is the so-called loglog-iterated back-off with a makespan in Θ(k log log k/ log log log k) with probability at least 1 − 1/k c , c > 0, which does not use any knowledge of k or n.
CONTRIBUTIONS
In this work, we present the first randomized protocols for static k-selection in a one-hop Radio Network that are asymptotically optimal (with high probability), work without collision detection, and do not require information about the number of contenders. As mentioned, these protocols are called EBOBO and OFA. EBOBO is shown to solve static k-selection within 4(1 + 1/δ)k steps with probability at least 1 − 1/k c for some constant c > 0, 0 < δ< 1/e, and big enough k. On the other hand, it is proved that OFA solves static k-selection within 2(δ + 1)k + O(log 2 k) steps, with probability at least 1 − 2/(1 + k), for e < δ ≤ P 5 j=1 (5/6) j . Given that k is a lower bound for this problem, both protocols are optimal (modulo a small constant factor). Protocol EBOBO is simpler, but OFA achieves a better multiplicative factor, although the constant in the sublinear additive factor may be big for small values of k.
Additionally, results of the evaluation by simulation of the average behavior of OFA and EBOBO and a comparison with LFA and LLIBO are presented. Both algorithms OFA and EBOBO run faster than LLIBO on average, even for small values of k. Although LLIBO has higher asymptotic complexity, one may have expected that it may run fast for small networks. On the other hand, the knowledge on a bound of k assumed by LFA seems to provide an edge with respect to OFA and EBOBO for large values of k. However, LFA has a much worse behavior than the proposed protocols for small to moderate network sizes (k ≤ 10 5 ). In any case, for all values of k simulated, OFA and EBOBO have a very stable and efficient behavior.
EBOBO is a non-adaptive protocol based on contention windows. The size of those windows is (iteratively and multiplicatively) increased in each round and decreased in each sub-round. On the other hand, OFA is an adaptive protocol where the probability of transmission of each node is adjusted in each step according to the success in achieving communication by any other node in the previous step. Further details of the protocols, the analysis, and the simulations can be found in [6] . The stability of monotonic strategies, such as exponential back-off, has been studied in [2] . In light of the improvements obtained in the present work for batched arrivals, the application of non-monotonic strategies to the dynamic problem is promising and left for future work.
